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Abstract

To assess energy conservation and emission reduction effect on traffic and transportation at macro level more scientifically, the 
evaluation system based on the improved osculating value method for transportation is established. Information entropy weight is 
introduced to the traditional osculating value method and the numerical matrix normalization process in the osculating value 
method is simplified. The pollutant emission and the energy consumption is defined as negative index, and the capacity 
contribution and environmental governance as positive index. Based on the data from 2009 to 2014 of China’s traffic and 
transportation industry, each index is calculated by the improved osculating value method. The result shows that the energy 
conservation and the emission reduction effect achieved the best in 2010 and the worst in 2014, the indicators weights vary from 
0.002 to 0.332776. The improved osculating value method inherits the advantage of the traditional method that the subjective 
parameters do not need to be determined. In the improved model, the practical cases show that the sample differences are 
enlarged by the entropy weight comparing with the traditional osculating value method, the evaluation system is operable, and
the evaluation results are objective and reliable.
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1. Introduction

Transportation is an important source of 
greenhouse gas emissions, and the energy 
consumption of transportation industry also accounts 
for a large proportion of the total energy 
consumption in China. Setting up a set of scientific 
and consummate assessment system and evaluation 
method of energy conservation and emission 
reduction has a high reference value for the 
transportation industry to hold the current situation of 
it. Besides, it also benefits for figuring out 
disadvantages of the current situation of energy 
conservation and emission reduction and put forward 
optimal measures.

There are many research results on the
evaluation of energy conservation and emission 
reduction in transportation industry. Taking Los 
Angeles as a study case, a model which indicates the 
transportation pricing measures’ influence to five 
aspects including transport emissions (Deakin et al., 
1996) was set up in an earlier study. Application of 
the life cycle method in this area is very popular at 
present. Streimikiene et al., (2013) took private costs 
and life cycle GHG emissions as the main indicators 
for technologies assessment. The interval TOPSIS 
method was employed to tackle the uncertain criteria. 
Subsequently, the research group developed the 
multi-criteria framework for comparative assessment 
of energy technologies in road transport and applied 


